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The Communist Party of Germany was a major political party in Germany between 1918 and Colors, Red. Party flag.
Flag of the Communist Party of . Under the leadership of Liebknecht and Luxemburg, the KPD was committed to a .
Jump up ^ Nettl, J.P. (1969) Rosa Luxemburg: Abridged Edition Oxford:This is a list of flags of entities named China.
Contents. [hide]. 1 National flags 2 Imperial flags This flag flew over Mainland China until 1949, and is presently
flown on the .. The version with the red saltire was more commonly used than the version with the red centered cross.
War Ensign of Germany (1892-1903).svgCommunist symbolism represents a variety of themes, including revolution,
the proletariat, a yellow-outlined red star and a yellow hammer and sickle on red. The red flag is often seen in
combination with other communist symbols and party such as in the German Democratic Republic in 1989 prior to
reunification asThe flag of Berlin has three stripes of red-white-red, the two outer stripes each occupying a fifth of its
height, the middle the remaining three fifths. It is emblazoned with a bear on the civil flag, while it bears the coat of
arms of The East Berlin flag was therefore a slightly modified version of the old state flag, with the civil flagThe flag of
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Albania is a red flag with a silhouetted black double-headed eagle in the center. The Kastriotis coat of arms, depicting a
black double-headed eagle on a red field, There is an incorrect version of the flag still commonly used by Albanians and
. Skanderbeg: Der neue Alexander auf dem Balkan (in German).Click on the picture to see an enlarged version.
December 1918. The Red Flag steps in the German Revolution of 1918--such as the Sailors revolt in Kiel onThe flag of
Switzerland consists of a red flag with a white cross (a bold, equilateral cross) in the . Prominent display of the Swiss
flag on clothing and apparel has become more . Fahnen in German, French and Italian in the online Historical Dictionary
of Switzerland. . Create a book Download as PDF Printable versionThis is a list of international, national and
subnational flags used in Europe. According to long established legend, the red and white flag was designed to resemble
the bloodstained white . The minor version of the national coat of arms (armillary sphere and Portuguese shield) is
entered .. See Flags of German states.This caught Freuds attention not least because it offered a variation on those who
rallied under the Red Flag of the British Labour Party.18 Freuds interest in Le Bons La Psychologie des foules which he
read in a German edition of 1912.Please discuss this issue on the articles talk page. (October 2016). This is a list of flags
used by and in Germany between 1848 and now. For more information Unofficial version, the private use of which is
not penalized. . In 1935, the black-white-red horizontal tricolour was scrapped again, and the flag with the off-centerThe
State Flag of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics ) commonly known as the Soviet flag Adopted, 12 November
1923 (original version) The first flag with the gold border star, hammer and sickle was adopted on 13 November 1923.
The flag of the Soviet Union consisted of a plain red flag with a gold hammerThe national colours of the Federal
Republic of Germany are officially black, red, and gold, The black-red-gold tricolours first known appearance on a state
flag, anywhere in a .. Create a book Download as PDF Printable versionThere are three flags of Hamburg, Germany.
The Landesflagge (civil flag), the State flag of Hamburg (Staatsflagge) and the admiralty flag (Admiralitatsflagge)
consist of the Coat of arms of Hamburg on a red flag. . Print/export. Create a book Download as PDF Printable
versionFlag templates[edit]. These are used to maintain information about flags. Main page: Flag of Germany is a
featured article it (or a previous version of it) has been .. So black-white-red was indeed the official flag of the Reich
from 1871 on.The flag of East Germany was the official national flag of the East German state during its On 1 October
1959, the East German government changed its flag with the addition of coat They sat on the red stripes of black, red
and gold flag of the Olympic rings in white. . Create a book Download as PDF Printable versionHis death raises my red
flags - das sagt ein Kommissar, der If you type in to google: raise red flag . youll find a number of Translation,
Alarmglocken schrillen lassen For further information about this subject please refer to the information under Leos
Terms of use / Data protection (Cookies)
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